
COMPLETE PACKAGE OF OPTIMIST PROTECTION FOR:
- MASTSTEP - OUTHAUL
- DAGGERBOARD - BAILER
- MAST - SPRIT
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How to use our protection pack:
- After opening identify all products
- make sure the surface is clean and dry
- remove the liner
- once in position, pressure the tape from the center and move

to the edges to eliminate trapped air
- if neccesary cut the tape with a knife or scissor

1. Maststep. The stripe is longer than the circumference of the 
mast, so apply around the mast and cut the excess part

2. Maststep discs. 5 discs allowing your mast to move up to 
maximum 7.5 mm. Take care of the class rules which allows 
a minimum distance from maststep to deck of 240 mm.

3. Outhaul. Apply this stripe under the boom to reduce friction 
of the corner tie

4/ Daggerboard. turn the boat upside down and insert the dag
5. gerboard. Then measure the gap between daggerbaord and 

case. Select the required tape to minimise play. You can 
apply 0.5 mm on top of 0.25 mm if neccesarry. cut the tape 
to the correct lenght. Apply long pieces at the bottom and 
short (30 mm) pieces at the top of the case.

6. Rigging tape. This tape can be applied anywhere were 
needed and has 300% elongation. Aplly with at least 25% 
overlap.

7. Sprit. Apply on the side facing the mast.
8. Sprit/mast. Apply on the side facing the sprit
9. Mast. Apply on the mast to reduce friction between the hal

yard block and the mast.
10. Boat corners / rudder. Apply on the four corners and the 

rear side of the rudder.
11. Top daggerboard case. Apply on the top of the case to 

prevent wear and friction between the case and the 
daggerboard battens.

12. 6 rubber Daggerboard inserts to be applied with common 
rubber contact glue (not provided) 
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